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1. Introduction
Infectious bronchitis (IB) is an infectious viral disease 
prevalent among domestic fowl. This disease is caused 
by a member of the genus Gammacoronavirus known as 
infectious bronchitis virus (IBV). IBV infects chickens of 
various ages and initially replicates in the upper respiratory 
tract of the infected bird, but it may later spread and infect 
various parts of the enteric and urinary tracts including 
the kidneys, gonads, and gastrointestinal tract (1,2). Based 
on the age at infection and the immunity state of the 
farm, IBV in commercial chicken farms can cause various 
problems (3). The infection in 1-day-old chicks results in 
emergence of false layers later in life, while IBV infections 
in broiler farms cause immediate emergence of respiratory 
symptoms and the broilers’ growth is adversely affected (3). 
Layer flocks infected with IBV show respiratory distress 
along with reduction in both egg quantity and quality (4).

The IBV genome is composed of a single-stranded, 
positive-sense RNA known to incur mutation and 
recombination during reproduction (3,4). Therefore, 
emerging new variants have become a continuous 

challenge that adversely affect the preventive efficiency 
of vaccination programs, mainly due to the poor cross-
immunity among different serotypes of IBV (4).

The IBV genome codes for four structural proteins: 
the membrane glycoprotein (M), the envelope protein (E), 
the nucleocapsid protein (N), and the spike glycoprotein 
(S) (5). Posttranslational cleavage of the S glycoprotein 
generates two protein subunits named S1 and S2 (6). The 
S1 subunit includes epitopes that determine the IBV 
serotype-specific antigens and induce virus-neutralizing 
antibodies in the host; hence, S1 is widely used to classify 
IBV variants infecting poultry flocks around the world (7). 
High-resolution genome sequencing is more informative 
in determining the IBV variants and as such is now 
extensively practiced. The S1 protein of IBV is a validated 
antigenic determinant and therefore its nucleotide 
sequence is used as a quick proxy in identifying new IBV 
variants that may challenge vaccination protocols (7).

Here we report the corresponding genomic sequence 
of the S1 protein in IBV cases isolated from broiler and 
layer farms in the province of Khorasan Razavi in Iran. 
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The sequence data were subsequently used to evaluate the 
molecular relationship between the isolated IBV strains 
and the IBV strains circulating around the world, including 
the vaccinal strains.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sampling
Between 2015 and 2016, three to five suspected birds 
with the age range of 24 days to 20 months from each of 
19 suspected flocks (broilers and layers) across Khorasan 
Razavi Province were used to collect tissue samples. 
Kidneys, cecal tonsils, and cystic oviducts were used for 
sampling and the samples from each flock were pooled. 
Six positive isolates belonging to six separate farms were 
identified.
2.2. Virus isolation
Collected tissue samples from the suspected birds were 
homogenized in PBS (10% w/v) containing penicillin 
(10,000 IU/mL), gentamicin (1000 mg/mL), and nystatin 
(5 mg/mL) using a mortar and pestle. The homogenates 
were then centrifuged at 1000 × g for 15 min at room 
temperature and the supernatants were transferred to –20 
°C until used. To grow and isolate viruses, 0.1–0.2 mL of 
each homogenate was used to inoculate 9- to 11-day-old 
embryonated eggs. We used five embryonated eggs for each 
tissue sample. The inoculated eggs were incubated at 37 °C 
and 60% relative humidity and checked for viability of the 
embryos twice daily by candling. Embryo death during the 
first 24 h post inoculation (PI) was considered nonspecific, 
but the mortalities after that period were considered to be 
caused by the virus. The embryos that died at 2–6 days PI 
were used to harvest their chorioallantoic fluids. Inoculated 
embryos that survived past 6 days of inoculation and 
those that survived 4 days past the second passage were 
first incubated at 4 °C for a whole day before harvesting 
their chorioallantoic fluid. The collected chorioallantoic 
fluids were stored at –80 °C until used for passaging in 
the embryonated eggs or for RNA extraction. The dead 
embryos were grossly examined for the effects of the virus.
2.3. RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis
An RNA isolation kit-III kit (Cat # S-1020-1, DENA 
Zist, Iran) was used to extract RNA from allantoic fluid 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. An AccuPower 

CycleScript RT PreMix kit (Cat # K-2045, Bioneer, Korea) 
was used to prepare cDNA using the extracted viral RNAs 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
2.4. Primers, PCR, and sequencing
The details of the primers that were used to amplify the 
genomic region coding for the S1 subunit are provided in 
Table 1. These primers have already been used by other 
researchers to amplify overlapping segments of the S1 
subunit (8). For PCR amplification the AccuPower PCR 
PreMix kit (Cat. # K-2012, Bioneer, Korea) was used under 
the following conditions: 95 °C/10 min, 35 cycles (95 °C/1 
min, 54 °C/45 s, 72 °C/1 min), 72 °C/10 min.

After gel electrophoresis confirmation, the PCR 
products were sent to Macrogen Company (Korea) for 
purification and sequencing. Both forward and reverse 
primers were used for the sequencing procedure.
2.5. Sequence and phylogenetic analysis
The sequence data were analyzed, aligned, and assembled 
using CLC Main Workbench 5 software (http://www.
qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/clc-genomics-
workbench/). The phylogenetic trees were constructed 
using MEGA7 software (9). The maximum-likelihood 
method with 1000 bootstraps was used to construct the 
trees. The other S1 sequences used in this study were 
obtained from the NCBI GenBank (10).

3. Results
3.1. Clinical and postmortem findings
Table 2 shows the details of the six IBV isolates, named IR/
IBV/01, IR/IBV/02, IR/IBV/03, IR/IBV/07, IR/IBV/10, and 
IR/IBV/11, used for molecular analysis in this study. The 
samples used to isolate these viruses were obtained from 
six different infected farms that included two broilers and 
four layers farms. The infected birds showed respiratory 
clinical signs sometimes accompanied by nephritis 
symptoms such as pale kidneys, severe dehydration, and 
occasional sediments of urate in the kidney tubules.

The infected embryos inoculated with the viral isolates 
showed gross anatomical abnormalities such as stunting, 
curling, ruffled feathers, and dwarfing.
3.2. Molecular analysis of full-length S1 gene
The genomic sequence of the S1 subunit of the S gene 
encompassing about 1800 nucleotides was used for our 

Table 1. The sequences and details of the primers used in this study.

Primers Sequence (5’ → 3’) Amplicon size Reference

SF 1-1 GCCAGTTGTTAATTTGAAAAC 980 bp Pohuang et al. (8)
SR1-1 TAATAACCACTCTGAGCTGT 980 bp Pohuang et al. (8)
SF 1-2 ACTGGCAATTTTTCAGATGG 1065 bp Pohuang et al. (8)
SR 1-2 AACTGTTAGGTATGAGCACA 1065 bp Pohuang et al. (8)
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sequence analysis of IBV isolates. Alignment analysis 
using the NCBI BLAST tool (10) revealed that three of the 
isolates, IR/IBV/03, IR/IBV/07, and IR/IBV/10, had the 
highest (99%) nucleotide homology with the QX strains 
while the other three isolates, IR/IBV/01, IR/IBV/02, and 
IR/IBV/11, showed 94% nucleotide homology with the 
IS/1494-like strains. Furthermore, pairwise comparison 
of the amino acid translations of the sequenced data 
displayed 76.64%–99.83% homology between our isolates, 
indicating different strains circulating in the region.

To develop a systematic view of the antigenic 
relationship between IBV isolates in our region and some 
other prevalent and important IBV isolates in the world, 
a pairwise amino acid comparison in the CLC Main 
Workbench 5 software was performed (Table 3). For this 
purpose, the amino acid translations of our sequence data 

were used to compare with the amino acid sequences 
from the following IBV strains deposited in GenBank: 
QX (AF193423), Variant 2 (AF093796), Variant 2/06 
(JX027070), TR8 (KP259312), IS/1494/06 (EU780077), 
IS/720/99 (AY091552), IS/885 (AY279533), KR605489 
(Massachusetts), and 793B (AY544778). Based on this 
analysis, at the amino acid level the S1 subunits of the IR/
IBV/03, IR/IBV/07, and IR/IBV/10 isolates were closest 
to the QX standard strain (AF193423) (~95.4%) and IR/
IBV/01, IR/IBV/02, and IR/IBV/11 isolates showed the 
closest amino acid identity to the TR8 isolate (KP259312) 
(93%–94%) (Table 3).

All the previous sequences reported from Iran for the 
S1 subunit partially cover this subunit. Therefore, in order 
to include the previously reported sequences from Iran 
in the analysis, in another CLC pairwise comparison we 

Table 2. Some general information on the IBV strains isolated and used in this study.

Isolates Year Vaccinated Nephropathogenic
lesions

Chicken embryo
passage Flocks

IR/IBV/01 2016 Yes Yes 2 Layer
IR/IBV/02 2016 No Yes 2 Layer
IR/IBV/03 2015 Yes Yes 2 Broiler
IR/IBV/07 2015 No Yes 3 Layer
IR/IBV/10 2015 No Yes 2 Broiler
IR/IBV/11 2016 Yes Yes 2 Layer

Table 3. Pairwise comparison (percent homology) of S1 amino acid sequences obtained from IBV strains isolated in this study and S1 
amino acid sequences from some select IBV strains, including vaccinal strains.

1413121110987654321

1.IR/IBV/01
98.72.IR/IBV/02

77.2678.193.IR/IBV/03
99.4477.8784.IR/IBV/07

99.8199.6377.2678.195.IR/IBV/10
78.197878.1998.71006.IR/IBV/11

78.1995.9295.7395.7377.2678.197. QXIBV
77.7485.3777.9277.7477.9284.2685.378. IS720

97.3977.7485.9377.9277.7477.9284.8185.939. IS885
82.8782.578.8587.5979.0478.8578.8586.4887.5910. Variant 2

91.4387.1586.5978.1191.378.1177.9277.9290.1991.311. Variant 02/06
98.8890.8886.9686.2277.9290.9377.9277.7477.9289.8190.9312. IS1494

98.1498.5191.2586.9686.4178.299478.2978.1178.29939413. TR8
77.776.7777.1478.2576.2176.2176.4476.3077.1876.9976.9975.7475.7414. 793B

74.1675.4675.7075.2875.6574.9175.0976.2575.9376.6276.4476.447575.9315. H120
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only used the region common between all these sequences 
(nucleotides 240–340), including ours. In this analysis we 
included S1 sequences from some of the representative 
Variant 2-like strains from GenBank as well. This analysis 
revealed a rather high degree of homology ranging from 
96.77% to 100% between the analyzed sequences (data not 
shown). 
3.3. Alignment analysis of translated S1 sequence
The full-length S1 gene sequences from our isolates were 
translated and aligned with the amino acid sequences from 
some of the representative IBV strains reported around the 
world (Figure 1). The strains used in this analysis included 
QX, Variant 2-like, IS/720/99, IS/885, 793B, H120, IR-I, and 

IR-II strains. IR-I and IR-II are strains previously reported 
from Iran. This analysis showed that, based on the amino 
acid homology at the S1 hypervariable region, three of our 
isolates, iIR/IBV/03, IR/IBV/07, and IR/IBV/10, closely 
replicate Chinese isolates, and the other three of our 
isolates, IR/IBV/01, IR/IBV/02, and IR/IBV/11, resemble 
strains reported from the Middle East (Figure 1). This 
grouping with Chinese and Middle Eastern isolates was 
also evident when the amino acid sequences of S cleavage 
sites were considered (Table 4).
3.4. Phylogenetic analysis of IBV isolates 
The translated full-length S1 gene from our isolates and 
those of 38 published IBV sequences retrieved from 

(A)

Figure 1. Multiple alignment of the IBV hypervariable regions. The amino acid sequences from the IBV strains isolated in this study and 
those of some representative IBV strains were used for this analysis (see Section 3 for details).
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GenBank (10) were used for phylogenetic analysis using 
MEGA7 software. This analysis showed that three of our 
isolates, IR/IBV/03, IR/IBV/07, and IR/IBV/10, belong 
to the QX genotype and the other three, IR/IBV/01, IR/
IBV/02, and IR/IBV/11, have common origin with Variant 
2-like genotypes (Figure 2).

A pairwise analysis in CLC Main Workbench 5 using 
the same amino acid sequences used for phylogenetic 
analysis showed 88.75%–100% and 86.67%%–98.88% 
homology between the QX and Variant 02-like genotypes, 
respectively (data not shown).

Most of the available S1 gene sequence data for Iranian 
isolates do not cover the full length of the gene. Therefore, 
we included the available sequence data for Iranian isolates 
in a separate phylogenetic analysis where we used the S1 
sequence data common to all available Iranian isolates 
plus the corresponding sequences reported in the Middle 
East and reference sequences for the QX strain (Figure 
3). Similar to previous reports from Iran, this analysis 
indicated that our IR/IBV/01, IR/IBV/02, and IR/IBV/11 
isolates were closely related to IBV isolates reported from 
the Middle East, though they were grouped in a separate 

(B)

Figure 1. (Continued).
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Table 4. The amino acid specifications of the hypervariable regions and cleavage sites of IBV strains isolated in this study 
plus those of some selected representative IBV strains (QX isolates: HM194701, JF330876, KX302863; Variant 2-like isolates: 
KY047602, KP259312; IS/720/99 isolate: AY091552), including vaccinal strains (Z83979 (793B), KR605489 (H120)).

Cleavage sitesInsertionsSubstitutionsStrains

141, 14224295–297107, 108      72–755438

RRSRR---FQLHVYESHFGZ83979

Not available---IQTDTHGGRSPKR605489

HRRRR--AFHLEIKDVYTPIR/IBV/03

HRRRR--AFHLEIKDVYTPIR/IBV/07

HRRRR--AFHLEIKDVYTPIR/IBV/10

HRRRR--AFHLEIKDVYTPHM194701

HRRRR--AFHLEIKDVYTPJF330876

HRRRR--AFHLEIKDVYTPKX302863

RRTRRKG-INIDFYWSKSSIR/IBV/01

RRTRRKG-INIDFYWSKSSIR/IBV/02

RRTRRKG-INIDFYWSKSSIR/IBV/11

RRTRR---INIDFYWSKSSKY047602

RRTRR---INIDFYWSKSSKP259312

RRTRR---INLDFGWSKSSAY091552

 

 KX236010-ck/CH/LSD/100412
 KX302872-ck/CH/LSD/101115
 JF330886-ck/CH/LSD/100315
 HM194709-ck/CH/LSD/091005
 JF330876-ck/CH/LJS/101114
 HM194701-ck/CH/LSD/090708
 KX219794-ck/CH/LJS/101109
 KX302862-ck/CH/LJS/101111
 KX302863-ck/CH/LSD/090334
 IR/IBV/03
 IR/IBV/07
 IR/IBV/10
 KF663561-ck/CH/IBYZ/2011
 AY189157-LX4
 JF732903-Sczy3
 HM194713-ck/CH/LSD/091159

 JX840411-YX10
 EU914939-UK/AV2150/07

 GQ253484-IBV/Ck/SP/79/08
 DQ400359-IS/1201
 FJ807927-K1019/03
 FN430414-ITA/90254/2005
 DQ431199- L-1148
 EF079118-FR/L-1450T/05

 HQ840510-UKR/02/2009

QX Genotype

 KF188436-H120
 M21970-H120
 KR605489-H120

Massachusset Genotype
 Z83979-UK/7/93
 AF093793-4/91 attenuated
 AY544778-IR-1061-PH

793B Genotype
 AF093796-Variant 2

 IR/IBV/01
 IR/IBV/02

 IR/IBV/11
Cluster I

 KP259312-TR8
 KU238171-D1344/2/4/10 EG
 JX173488-Eg/CLEVB-2/IBV/012
 KY047602-gammaCoV/Ck/Poland/G052/2016
 EU780077-IS/1494/06
 JX027070-VAR2-06

Cluster II

 AY091552-Israel/720/99
 AY279533-IS/885

Variant 2-like Genotype

 FJ376619-HKU11-934

76
100

53

99

100

89
65
61

89
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64
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32
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Figure 2. The phylogenetic tree was prepared by using S1 amino acid sequences. The S1 amino acid sequences from IBV strains isolated 
in this study and those from some other representative and reference IBV strains were used to infer relationships using phylogenetic 
analysis. Maximum likelihood with 1000 bootstraps approach was used for this analysis.
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cluster. Our other three isolates, IR/IBV/03, IR/IBV/07, 
and IR/IBV/10, which in the initial phylogenetic analysis 
(Figure 3) clustered with the QX-like genotypes, grouped 
with the Chinese reference sequence. This cluster also 
contained IBV isolates previously reported from Iran.

4. Discussion
Various strategies, such as continuous alteration of 
antigenic determinants, help animal viruses to successfully 
evade the host’s immune system reaction. Vaccination 
based on using pathogens’ antigenic determinants to 
train host immune systems is the gold standard approach 
to protect food animals against pathogenic viruses (7). 
However, the protective effect of vaccination diminishes 
or is even nullified by the antigenic changes resulting from 
the genetic variations commonly happening in the genome 
of many pathogenic viruses (5). 

Hence, comprehensive knowledge of viruses’ genotypes 
prevalent in each geographic region plus continuous 
surveillance for detection of emerging genotypes is 
necessary for having a successful and healthy farming plan.

IBV is an avian pathogen that incurs a huge economic 
burden for poultry farmers around the world (2). The IBV 
genomic region that includes S genes, and specifically 
the S1 gene, has been considered a main region coding 
for antigenic determinants (7). Reports from around 
the world show that the S1 gene has endured continuous 
nucleotide variations, many of which translate into amino 
acid changes resulting in antigenic shifts (11). Accordingly, 
various genotypes, so called Variant 1 (12), Variant 2 (13), 
Variant 2-like (14), QX (15), and QX-like (5), are being 
reported for IBV from various geographic regions around 
the world. Of note, the IBV strains used for commercial 
vaccines are considerably different from these variants with 

 KF188436-H120
 M21970- H120

Massachusetts Genotype

 KR025483-Iran/IR-II/H800/13
 KR025482-Iran/IR-II/H250/12

IR-2 Genotype

 IR/IBV/07
 IR/IBV/10
 IR/IBV/03
 KT583567-IBV/Chicken/Iran/QX/UTIVO-2/2014

 Jx477827-PCRLab/06/2012
 KU143899-IBV/Chicken/Iraq/QX/SGK-6/2014
 FJ807927-K1019/03
 HM194701-ck/CH/LSD/090708
 KU143900-IBV/Chicken/Iraq/QX/SGK-11/2015
 EU914939-UK/AV2150/07

QX Genotype

 Z83979- UK/7/93
 AY544778-IR-1061-PH

793B Genotype

 AY091552-Israel/720/99
 JX909282-IR/9/2011

IS/720 Genotype

 KP310033-Iran/IR-I/H245/12
 KT583580-IBV/Chicken/Iran/IR-1/UTIVO-41/2014

IR-1 Genotype

 KT583593-IBV/Chicken/Iran/IS-1494/UTIVO-27/2014
 JX027070-VAR2-06
 JX173488-Eg/CLEVB-2/IBV/012
 HM131453-IS/1494/06
 EU780077-IS/1494/06

 KP310024-Iran/variant2/H272/12
 KT583596-IBV/Chicken/Iran/IS-1494/UTIVO-58/2014
 KU143897-IBV/Chicken/Iraq/IS-1494/SGK-5/2015
 IR/IBV/01
 IR/IBV/02
 IR/IBV/11

Variant 2-like Genotype

 FJ376619-Bulbul coronavirus HKU11-934

99

99

2

99
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92

85
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41
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Figure 3. The phylogenetic tree was prepared by using partial amino acid sequence of S1. Only the amino acid sequences of the 
S1 subunit that were commonly present in the IBV strains isolated in this study and some other representative and reference 
IBV strains including those reported from Iran and Iraq were used to infer relationships using phylogenetic analysis. Maximum 
likelihood with 1000 bootstraps approach was used for this analysis.
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regard to the amino acid sequences of their S1 subunits. For 
instance, considering the S1 amino acid sequence, Variant 
2 and QX strains isolated in Iran showed ~82.44%, and 
~78.6% homology to the Massachusetts vaccine strains, 
respectively. These figures for the 793B vaccine strain sum 
up to 83.5% and 85.1%, respectively (16–18). 

The S1 gene includes regions that comparatively display 
high rates of sequence variations (19). These regions are 
called hypervariable regions and are routinely used by 
investigators to determine the IBV genotype. Since other 
parts of S1 that do incur variations as well are also important 
in antigenicity, we sequenced the full-length S1 gene in 6 
isolates from samples collected in the northeast of Iran.

Our molecular analysis of the sequence data that 
included pairwise and multiple alignment and phylogenetic 
analyses showed that two different strains, Variant 2-like 
and QX-like, are circulating in the region (Figures 2 and 
3). Previous investigations have shown that Variant 2-like 
strains, first reported in the Middle East from Israel in 
2001, are the most prevalent IBV strains in Middle Eastern 
countries, including Jordan (14), Iraq (20), Egypt (14), 
Saudi Arabia (14), Oman (14), Lebanon (14), and Kuwait 
(14). Furthermore, Variant 2-like strains have also been 
reported in Turkey (21,22).

Our pairwise alignment based on the amino acid 
sequence of the full-length S1 showed that our Variant 
2-like strains are closest (94% homology) to strains isolated 
from Turkey (Table 3). 

The IBV QX strain was first reported in China in 1997 
(15). Later, QX-like strains were reported from Russia and 
some other European and Asian countries (5). Although 
QX-like strains have been reported from some Middle 
Eastern countries including Iran, this strain is much less 
frequent than the Variant 2- like strains in Iran (16).

Three of our isolates clustered with the QX strains 
reported from China, based on the amino acid sequence of 
full-length S1 (Figures 2 and 3). The pairwise alignment of 
the amino acid sequences showed great homology (~99%) 
between our QX-like isolates and those reported from 
China, but this homology was lower for QX-like strains 
reported from Iraq (data not shown). This may indicate 
a different origin for our QX-like strains than those in 
Iraq. Furthermore, our QX-like isolates showed a higher 
homology with the Chinese QX-like strains in the amino 
acid sequences of their S protein cleavage sites (Table 4). 
It is believed that the sequence of cleavage site correlates 
with geographic distribution (6), and therefore, this may 
indicate for a possible common origin for some of the QX-
like strains reported from China and our QX-like isolates.

Since the available S1 sequence from Iranian isolates 
covers part of the S1 gene, in a separate analysis we included 
only the sequence common between our isolates and the 
Iranian reports. We also included in this analysis reference 
sequences of QX strains and a few sequences from isolates 
in Middle Eastern countries, and also vaccinal strains. The 
phylogenetic analysis run on these amino acid sequences 
again showed that our QX-like isolates are closer to those 
reported from China (Figure 2). 

Our work shows the presence of IBV sequence variants 
in the northeast of Iran that have not only deviated from 
the commercial IBV strains but also show considerable 
differences from most prevalent strains in the region. 
Taking into account the continuous decline in protection 
efficacy of commercial vaccines (7,23), a direct and effective 
collaboration between clinicians, molecular virologists, 
and vaccine providers is necessary for developing dynamic 
vaccination strategies tailored to the patterns observed in 
the field.
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